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a b s t r a c t 

RGB-D image based indoor scene recognition is a challenging task due to the complex scene layouts and 

cluttered objects. Although the depth modality can provide extra geometric information, how to bet- 

ter learn the multi-modal features is still an open problem. Considering this, in this paper we propose 

the modality separation networks to extract the modal-consistent and modal-specific features simulta- 

neously. The motivations of this work are from two aspects: 1) The first one is to learn what is unique 

to each modality and what is common between the two modalities explicitly; 2) The second one is to 

explore the relationship between global/local features and modal-specific/consistent features. To this end, 

the proposed framework contains two branches of submodules to learn the multi-modal features. One 

branch is used to extract the individual characteristics of each modality by minimizing the similarity be- 

tween two modalities. Another branch is to learn the common information between two modalities by 

maximizing the correlation term. Moreover, with the spatial attention module, our method can visualize 

the spatial positions where different submodules focus on. We evaluate our method on two public RGB-D 

scene recognition datasets, and new state-of-the-art results are achieved with the proposed framework. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Visual recognition has been improved dramatically thanks to

he development of deep learning methods [1] . Since deep neural

etworks can learn to extract high semantic level visual features,

any computer vision tasks [2–5] have benefited from them, in-

luding scene recognition task. Although using deep convolutional

eural networks (CNN) can boost the performance of scene clas-

ification, it is still a challenging task due to the complex spatial

ayout and large intra-class variation. Scene images are usually not

bject-centric, which is different from traditional image classifica-

ion task. Thus directly using global CNN features for scene image

lassification is suboptimal. Considering this difference, lar ge scene

lassification dataset Places [6] is released to provide enough data

or scene classification research. 

Although the performance can be improved using the scene

ataset Places instead of object-centric dataset for pre-training, the

lobal CNN features are still not flexible enough to capture the spa-

ial variability of scene image. The large intra-class variation makes

he scene recognition difficult. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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As the global CNN features are not effective enough to rep-

esent the scene, several methods [7–11] have been proposed to

everage the local features. These approaches usually sample CNN

eatures densely at different locations and scales of a scene im-

ge and encoding them via Fisher vectors (FV) [12] or Vector of

ocally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [13] . Nevertheless, densely

ampling patches may introduce irrelevant noise to the learned

eatures. To get rid of the noise, another type of method employs

he object detection task to sample meaningful local patches. How-

ver, accurately detecting the cluttered objects in indoor scene is

lso a difficult task. Besides, some detected objects may be irrele-

ant for the scene classification. 

Since RGB-D image can provide extra geometric information

ith the depth modality, scene recognition performance can be

mproved significantly with the extra depth modality. Neverthe-

ess, how to effectively learn multi-modal features is still an open

roblem. To combine the features of RGB and depth modalities,

he most popular method is to learn RGB and depth representa-

ions separately and then combine them together by concatenation

r summation. However, directly concatenating these multi-modal

eatures ignores the correlation between two modalities. Other

ethods propose to guarantee the consistency of multi-modal fea-

ures (modal-consistent features), and these methods can indeed

mprove the RGB-D scene classification performance. Nevertheless,

hey neglect the modal-complementary (modal-specific) features 

etween two modalities. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2019.09.066
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.neucom.2019.09.066&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. The motivation of the proposed method. We find that it is more effective to extract modal-consistent information from local features, and modal-specific information 

from global features. 
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As aforementioned, global and local features are both important

for scene recognition task. Since the global layout information and

local object-level information are both useful to classify a scene.

Besides that, modal-specific and modal-consistent features are also

crucial for improving the RGB-D scene recognition performance.

Although these features have been explored by prior research, the

relationship between them are neglected. Previous works focus on

either the global and local feature learning or the modal-specific

and modal-consistent feature learning. However, the relationship

between the global/local features and modal-specific/consistent

features has not been explored. Thus how to integrate the global–

local feature learning and modal-specific/consistent feature learn-

ing into an unified framework still needs more research effort s. 

Considering the issues depicted above, in this work, we propose

a novel modality separation network. Our motivation is to learn

the modal-consistent and modal-complementary features simulta-

neously to extract more discriminative representations for RGB-D

scene classification. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the proposed frame-

work consists of two branches. The first branch is to learn the

local modal-consistent features and another one is used to learn

the global modal-specific features. Finally, these four feature vec-

tors are concatenated together to represent the RGB-D scene im-

age. Specifically, we make the following contributions: 

(1) We propose a two-branch modality separation network

to explicitly learn modal-specific and modal-consistent

features. Global Modal-Specific (GMS) and Local Modal-

Consistent (LMC) feature learning module are designed to

learn modal-specific and consistent features simultaneously. 

(2) We propose a local modal-consistent (LMC) feature learn-

ing module which consists of a spatial attention module and

a key feature selection module to learn the local modal-

consistent features. The local feature learning module selects

local part features with the response map and triplet rank-

ing loss. With this module, important local object-level fea-

tures can be learned with no need of extra annotations. 

(3) We explore the relationship between local/global and

modal-specific/consistent features. To the best of our knowl-

edge, the proposed method is the first work to explore

whether the local or global features are more suitable for

learning the modal-consistent or -specific information. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2 , the related works about scene recognition and multi-

modal feature learning are reviewed. In Section 3 , the proposed

framework and sub-modules are presented in detail. In Section 4 ,

the experimental results are discussed and analyzed. Some in-

sights about this work is also presented in this section. Finally, in

Section 5 , the conclusion of this work is drawn. 
. Related work 

We will review the previous work from two aspects: RGB-D

cene classification methods and RGB-D multi-modal feature learn-

ng methods. 

.1. RGB-D scene classification 

Global CNN features based methods. Zhou et al. [6] introduced a

arge scale scene classification dataset named Places and achieved

ignificant performance improvement on this dataset than fine-

uning the ImageNet pre-trained models. Although training the

eep CNN with large scale scene datasets can capture richer and

ore flexible scene representations, global CNN features are still

ot adequate to handle the great geometric and appearance vari-

bility of complex scene images. 

Local features based methods. Gong et al. [8] designed a multi-

cale CNN framework and aggregated the densely sampled multi-

cale features using VLAD [13] to represent the scene image. Sim-

larly, Yoo et al. [9] introduced Fisher Vectors to encode the sam-

led local features. Song et al. [14] proposed a two-stage training

ethod for RGB-D scene classification. Zuo et al. [7] proposed a

ramework to learn a discriminative and shareable feature trans-

ormation filter bank for local image patches, and showed the ef-

ectiveness of complementary local features. Nevertheless, densely

ampling image patches may introduce noise into learned models,

hich decreases the scene classification performance. 

Object detection based methods. Wang et al. [15] proposed a

ramework to learn modality and component aware features for

GB-D scene classification. CNN region proposals were used as lo-

al features, and FV was used to combine these local features. Ob-

ect detection was employed in the work of [16] to extract ac-

urate object-level features, and the object-to-object relation was

lso modeled in their work. Although better classification perfor-

ance can be obtained with more accurate local descriptors, these

ethods deeply rely on the performance of object detection. How-

ver, how to accurately detect cluttered objects in indoor scenes is

till difficult. The error accumulation problem and extra computa-

ion cost are also limitations of these methods. 

.2. RGB-D multi-modal feature learning 

Multi-modal feature learning has been investigated by consid-

rable works, Yu et al. [17] proposed a multimodal hypergraph

earning based sparse coding method for the click prediction. Mul-

imodal Distance Metric Learning based method was proposed in

18] . Liu and Tao [19] proposed a promising multiview Hessian reg-

larization algorithm to combine multi-modal features for semi-

upervised learning. They further extended the local structure pre-

erving method from Hessian to p-Laplacian [20] and achieved sig-
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Fig. 2. The whole network architecture of the proposed framework. There are two branches of submodules for multi-modal feature learning: LMC module (upper branch) 

and GMS module (lower branch). 
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ificant performance. Additionally, varieties of strategies have been

roposed to fuse the multi-modal features effectively [21] . These

usion methods can be roughly divided into four categories. 1) Im-

ge level multi-modal fusion. Couprie et al. [22] constructed the

GB-D Laplacian pyramid with the RGB modality and depth modal-

ty. 2) Feature-level multi-modal combination. Song et al. [23] con-

atenated the two-stream CNN features and fed them into one

ully connected layer to fuse the multi-modal features. Song et al.

24] exploited a three-stream CNN to combine RGB branch and

wo depth branches of features with the element-wise summation.

) Modal correlative feature fusion. To learn modal-consistent fea-

ures, Wang et al. [25] enforced the RGB features to be close to

he depth features with a correlation term. 4) Modal correlative and

istinctive features fusion. Li et al. [26] attempted to learn the cor-

elative and distinctive features simultaneously between the RGB

nd depth modality, and they achieved improved scene classifica-

ion performance. Nevertheless, enforcing the consistency between

ultiple modalities obstructs the model from learning the modal-

omplementary features. Besides, these multi-modal feature fusion

ethods ignore the flexible local features. 

. Our method 

The detailed framework will be introduced in this section. The

hole proposed network is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this work, we

se triplets of RGB-D images as input, and employ a margin rank-

ng loss to select key local features. Firstly, three RGB and HHA

27] encoded image pairs including two samples { a, p } with the

ame class label and one sample { n } with different class label are

ampled randomly to form a triplet { a, p, n } input ( a indicates the

nchor sample, p is the positive sample and n is the negative one).

hen the RGB CNN branch and Depth CNN branch are used for the

rst stage feature encoding. The last layer features of the two CNN

ranches are input to the proposed two submodules: LMC mod-

le and GMS module. With these two feature learning modules,

ocal modal-consistent features and global modal-specific features

re extracted for the final scene classification. The details of the

MC module and GMS module will be described in the following

ections. 

.1. Local modal-consistent feature learning 

The proposed local feature selection module consists of spatial

ttention, response map selection and triplet ranking loss. How-

ver, it is not a simple combination of existing works. 1) The re-

ponse map selection is proposed to rank and select important lo-

al activations, which can filter out features of background image

atches. 2) The spatial attention module is used to encourage the

odel to focus on important local features. 3) The irrelevant patch

eatures can be further filtered out by the triplet ranking loss. The

riplet ranking loss in this work is used for regularizing the local

eature selection, which is quite different from other works. 
After extracting CNN features for the triplet input { a, p, n } with

he two CNN branches f RGB and f d , we can get three RGB feature

aps { F RGB x | x ∈ { a, p, n }} and three depth feature maps { F d x | x ∈ { a,

, n }}. These six feature maps are input to the LMC and GMS mod-

les respectively. The LMC module consists of a spatial attention

odule and a key feature selection module. Additionally, an extra

oss function is proposed for training the LMC module. We will de-

cribe this in detail in this section. 

.1.1. Spatial attention module 

Different from existing methods, to learn the modal-consistent

eatures, we do not enforce the two modal features to be correla-

ive directly. We opt to propose a spatial attention module to en-

ble the network to learn to focus on different spatial positions.

hen we maximize the correlation loss function between the at-

ended multi-modal features. Our intuition is to find which fea-

ure vectors on the input feature maps are important for different

odalities to learn the modal-consistent features. 

For simplicity, we take for example one input pair in the triplet:

 RGB ∈ R 

(N,C,H,W ) and F d ∈ R 

(N,C,H,W ) , where N, C, H, W are the batch

ize, channel number, height and width respectively. As shown in

ig. 3 , in our work, the last layer feature maps are with 256 chan-

els and 6 × 6 spatial size. The spatial attention module is adapted

rom the non-local neural networks [28] . We adopt the dot prod-

ct as the similarity function, and the input features are firstly em-

edded by three convolution networks with 1 × 1 kernel. The dot-

roduct similarity can be represented as 

f = θ (F RGB ) 
T φ(F RGB ) , (1)

here θ and φ are two convolution operations. Then a softmax

ctivation is applied to normalize the attention maps. The attended

eatures can be obtained by 

 

′ 
RGB = sof tmax (θ (F RGB ) 

T φ(F RGB )) g(F RGB ) , (2)

here g is a 1 × 1 convolution layer and its output channel number

s the same with the input channel number as shown in Fig. 3 .

inally, a residual connection is connected to the attended features

o output the final spatial attention results. 

.1.2. Key feature selection 

Our motivation for key feature vectors selection is that a

 × 1 × 1 feature vector in the last feature maps can represent a

mall patch corresponding to the original image. We aim to select

he important feature vectors from the feature maps to get rid of

he irrelevant local features. 

Different from the patch sampling based and object detection

ased methods, our work select key region features from the high

emantic level CNN feature maps, which can filter out irrelevant

eatures and need less computation cost than object detection.

pecifically, we first sum up the input feature maps along the

hannel axis, and a response map with shape ( N, H, W ) is ob-

ained. Then we sort the response map and select the K highest
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Fig. 3. The spatial attention architecture of the proposed framework. 
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response indexes ind . For each response map F resp ∈ R 

(H×W ) in the

input batch, this selection process can be formulated as 

ind = sort(F resp ) , 

ind = ind[1 : K] . (3)

With the selected indexes ind ∈ R 

K , we can index K feature vec-

tors from the attended feature maps F ′ 
RGB 

x as the local features

{ E x ∈ R 

(N,C,K) | x ∈ a, p, n } . However, some of the selected high re-

sponse feature vectors may be irrelevant to the scene classification

task. Thus we further propose a triplet correlation loss to select

local features which are correlated between different images with

the same scene class label. In this work, the triplet margin ranking

loss is exploited to supervise the local feature selection module,

and this loss function can be formulated as 

L RGB −triplet = max { d( E a , E p ) − d( E a , E n ) + α, 0 } , 
d(x, y ) = || x − y | | 2 , (4)

where α is the margin parameter and it is greater than zero [29] .

For the selection of depth modal features, the loss computation is

similar to the RGB modality depicted above. The total triplet loss

for the two modalities is presented as 

L triplet = L RGB −triplet + L depth −triplet . (5)

To sum up, we propose the response map based key feature

selection module which is regularized by the triplet ranking loss.

With the response map, we can filter out some background image

patches, and the irrelevant patch features can be further filtered

out by the triplet ranking loss. 

3.1.3. Modal-consistent feature learning 

With the selected local features for each modality, we further

propose to encourage the multi-modal features for the same im-

age to be close. To learn the local modal-consistent features, we

employ the cosine similarity to measure the correlation between

RGB local features and depth local features. This can be formulated

as 

L correlation = 

∑ 

X ∈{ a , p , n } 
1 − cos(E RGB x , E d x) , 

cos (x, y ) = 

〈 x, y 〉 
|| x || || y || , (6)

where E RGB x and E d x are the selected local features for RGB modal-

ity and depth modality respectively. For the LMC feature learning

module, the total loss function can be represented as 
L LMC = L triplet + L correlation . (7) a  
.2. Global modal-specific feature learning 

Although local features are flexible for representing the scene

mages, global features are also useful for describing the scene

ayouts. Considering that the RGB modality and depth modality

ave different characteristics from each other, we aim to learn the

odal-complementary features through the global modal-specific

eature learning module. 

Our motivation for the GMS module is that the global scene fea-

ures contain the full-image scene layout and appearance informa-

ion. The RGB modality is more useful for providing the appearance

nformation and the depth modality is more effective to provide

he scene layout information. Thus we aim to encourage the differ-

nt modalities to concentrate on different information and learn to

xtract the modal-complementary features. 

To make full use of the information in each modality, the GMS

odule is designed to extract the modal-specific features. This

odule begins with a spatial attention module to enable different

odalities to focus on different feature vectors. The spatial atten-

ion module is the same as the one introduced in the LMC module,

nd the output of it in GMS module can be denoted as F ′ 
RGB 

and F ′ 
d 

.

hen the two modal features are flattened to be input to the fully

onnected layers. This can be represented as 

 RGB = Spat ialAt tent ion (F ′ RGB ) , 

 RGB = Spat ialAt tent ion (F ′ d ) , (8)

here SpatialAttention is the spatial attention module, and V RGB 

nd V d are the attended and flattened feature vectors of the two

odalities. We use these two feature vectors for global modal-

pecific feature learning. In order to extract the individual charac-

eristics for each modality, we use the auxiliary cross-entropy loss

o force the different modalities input to have the same classifica-

ion output. Specifically, the total cross-entropy loss with softmax

s represented as 

 CE (X RGB , X d , y) = − log 
e X RGB y 

∑ C 
j=1 e 

X RGB j 

− log 
e X d y 

∑ C 
j=1 e 

X d j 
, (9)

here X RGB and X d are the output of the auxiliary fully connected

ayers, and y is the class label of the input RGB-D image. 

Moreover, to enforce the model to learn the modal-specific fea-

ures, we further propose to maximize the similarity between the

lobal features of the two modalities. Specifically, the cosine sim-

larity is employed to measure the correlation between the two

odal features. The loss function can be represented as follows.

 difference = 

∑ 

X ∈{ a , p , n } 
max(0 , cos(V RGB x , V d x) − σ ) , (10)

here σ is the margin and it is set to 0.5 in this work. With the

uxiliary cross-entropy loss and the modal-specific loss term, the
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otal loss function for the GMS module can be formulated as 

 GMS = L difference + L CE . (11)

.3. Multi-modal global and local feature learning 

After the LMC and GMS feature learning module, we concate-

ate the learned local modal-consistent and global modal-specific

eature together for the final scene classification. 

 mm 

= concat(E RGB , E d , V RGB , V d ) , (12) 

here F mm 

is the final multi-modal global and local feature vec-

or. E RGB and E d are the local modal-consistent features for two

odalities. G rgb , G d are the global modal-specific features for the

wo modalities. 

Then the final features are input to a fully connected layer and

 softmax layer is used to output the final classification result. The

arameters of the whole framework can be optimized jointly and

he proposed framework can be trained in an end-to-end manner.

he overall loss of our framework consists of the loss of LMC and

MS module and the final classification cross-entropy loss func-

ion. Thus the total loss function can be formulated as 

 = L cls + λ1 L LMC + λ2 L GMS , (13)

here λ1 and λ2 are the balancing weights to the different loss

erms. 

To sum up, the proposed framework takes triplet training sam-

les as input and learn to extract the local modal-consistent fea-

ures and global modal-specific features simultaneously for RGB-D

cene training. All the modules can be optimized jointly and the

hole network can be trained in an end-to-end manner. 

. Experiments 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed modules, we

onduct RGB-D scene classification experiments on two public

atasets: SUN RGB-D [23] and NYU Depth v2 (NYUD v2) [34] . SUN

GB-D dataset contains 10,355 RGB-D images, and these images

re divided into 19 categories. To compare with the previous meth-

ds, we adopt the following experimental settings: 4845 images

re used for training and 4659 images for testing. NYUD v2 con-

ains 1449 images and are divided into 10 categories: 9 common

ndoor scene types and one ‘others’ category. We use 795 images

or training and 654 images for testing as the same with the pre-

ious work [35] . 

.1. Parameters setup 

We implement the proposed framework using the Pytorch deep

earning platform. The HHA encoding is computed with the code

rom [27] . To further enhance the classification performance and

revent the deep model from overfitting, data augmentation is
Table 1 

Experimental results on SUN RGB-D dataset. 

Methods Local features M

State-of-the-art [23] No F

[30] No I

[31] No i

[15] CNN Proposals L

[16] Object Detection L

[32] Patches Sampling F

[33] Feature Selection L

[26] No M

Proposed Our method Key Feature Selection G

M

sed in our work. All three images in the triplet input are firstly

esized to 224 × 224, and then random erasing [36] , random flip

nd random rotation are used for RGB and depth modality at a

robability of 0.5. To compare with current state-of-the-art meth-

ds, AlexNet [1] pre-trained on Places dataset is employed as the

ackbone network. The initial learning rate is set to 1e-4 and is re-

uced by a fraction of 0.9 every 50 epochs. The proposed method

s trained with no more than 300 epochs. Adam [37] optimizer is

dopted for the network training, and the batch size is set to 64.

o jointly train all the modules, we set the parameters λ1 and λ2 

o 1 in all of our experiments. For local feature selection, K is set

o 16 in our work. 

Since the proposed framework includes two global feature

earning subnetworks and two local feature selection networks, we

ill describe the architecture details in this section. For different

NN backbones, the sizes of final feature maps are different. The

nal feature maps of AlexNet are with the size of 256 × 6 × 6. As

or ResNet18, the feature maps are with the size of 512 × 7 × 7. The

ocal feature selection module employs a stride 1 convolution layer

ith kernel size 1 × 1, and the number of output channels is the

ame with the input feature maps (256 for AlexNet and 512 for

esNet18). K is set to 16 for selecting local features, so the final

ocal features are with the size of 256 ∗16 ∗2 for two modalities. By

oncatenating global and local features of two modalities, the fi-

al multi-modal features are with the size of 256 ∗ 16 ∗ 2 + 256 ∗ 2 .

hen the final features are input to the final classification networks

o output the scene recognition results. 

.2. Evaluation measurement 

To compare with previous works on RGB-D scene recognition,

e use mean class accuracy as the evaluation metric. The mean

lass accuracy is the mean accuracy over categories, which is com-

uted by averaging the accuracies of all the categories. 

eanAcc = 

1 

C 

C ∑ 

c=1 

correct c 

Num c 
, (14) 

here correct c is the number of correctly predicted samples of

lass c , and Num c is the total number of samples of class c . 

.3. SUN RGB-D dataset 

Eight state-of-the-art methods are compared on SUN RGB-D

ataset. The results are shown in Table 1 . We have also summa-

ized the type of local features and multi-modal feature learning

or each method. Among them, Song et al. [23] concatenated RGB

nd HHA features for scene classification. Liao et al. [30] used the

mage-level fusion to combine the RGB channels with depth and

ormal channel. Moreover, they further built a multi-task learn-

ng task for the scene recognition and semantic segmentation. Zhu
ulti-modal fusion Accuracy(%) 

eature-level Concatenation 39.0% 

mage-level Concatenation 41.3% 

nter- & intra- modality correlation 41.5% 

ocal & Global Features Concatenation 48.1% 

ocal & Global Features Concatenation 54.0% 

eature-level Concatenation 53.8% 

ocal & Global features 55.9% 

odality Distinction & Correlation 54.6% 

lobal & Local Features 56.2 % 

odality Distinction & Correlation 
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Fig. 4. The whole network architecture of the proposed framework. 

Fig. 5. The illustration of the attention map for LMC module. The first row is the RGB attention map and the second row is the HHA attention map (We use RGB image 

instead of HHA for more clear comparison). We can see that they focus on similar positions to learn modal-consistent features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Experimental results on NYUD v2 Dataset . 

Methods Local features Accuracy(%) 

State-of-the-art [38] No 45.4% 

[15] CNN Proposals 63.9% 

[26] No 65.4% 

[14] Local Patches 65.8% 

[33] Feature Selection 67.8% 

[32] Patches Sampling 67.5% 

[16] Object Detection 66.9% 

Proposed Our method Key Feature Selection 68.1 % 

o  

o  

c  

L  

p  

a  

m

 

l  

W  

a  

T  

w  

t

 

m  

s  

f

et al. [31] modeled the intra-class and inter-class modality cor-

relations for scene classification [15] . and [16] are object detec-

tion based methods. Li et al. [26] designed a framework to learn

distinctive and correlative multi-modal features simultaneously. As

shown in Table 1 , the proposed method outperforms all existing

methods and achieves new state-of-the-art performance 56.2%. 

From the experimental results we can see that object detection

based methods [15,16] are more effective than other methods with

no use of local features. Moreover, considering the correlation and

distinction for multi-modal feature learning [26] can also improve

the classification performance. Our method needs no object detec-

tion or proposals for local feature learning, and it can still outper-

form object-detection based methods. This indicates the effective-

ness of the proposed framework. 

4.4. NYUD V2 dataset 

Similar to SUN RGB-D dataset, seven current state-of-the-art

methods are compared on the NYU v2 dataset. Table 2 shows the

experimental results of comparison methods, the proposed method

achieves significant performance improvement (68.1%) to existing

methods on NYUD v2 dataset. Moreover, the proposed method is

more efficient than object detection based methods and can still

outperform them in classification performance. 

4.5. Ablation study 

To evaluate the proposed modules more comprehensively, we

conduct ablation studies on NYU v2 dataset to show the effect
f the proposed submodules. As shown in Table 3 , using features

f single modality is not discriminative enough for indoor scene

lassification. We also conduct experiments to show the effect of

MC module and GMS module. The LMC module can improve the

erformance of RGB-D baseline significantly from 61.5% to 66.1%,

nd the GMS module can improve the performance over baseline

ethod by 3.8%. 

We also do ablation study to explain why we choose to

earn local modal-consistent features and the global modal-specific.

e use GMC and LMS to represent the global modal-consistent

nd local modal-specific feature learning module. The results in

able 3 shows that ‘GMS & LMC’ achieves the best performance,

hich supports the motivation of the proposed method and shows

he effectiveness of the framework. 

Some visualization examples of the GMS and LMC attention

aps are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . From these figures we can

ee that similar features are selected for LMC module and different

eatures are focused for GMS module. 
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Table 3 

Ablation study on NYUD v2 Dataset . 

Methods Accuracy(%) 

RGB 53.5% 

Depth(HHA) 51.1% 

RGB-D(HHA) 61.5% 

RGB-D T riplet + 64.3% 

RGB-D Spatial Attention 65.1% 

RGB-D GMS 65.3% 

RGB-D LMC 66.1% 

RGB-D GMC & LMC 67.3% 

RGB-D GMC & LMS 67.1% 

RGB-D GMS & LMS 66.5% 

RGB-D GMS & LMC 68.1% 

4

 

l  

s  

a  

c  

l

4

 

i  

m  

Fig. 6. The illustration of the attention map for GMS module. The first row is the 

RGB attention map and the second row is the HHA attention map (We use RGB 

image instead of HHA for more clear comparison). We can see that they focus on 

different positions to learn modal-specific features. 

t  

(  

t  

f

4

 

i  

m  

a  

F

o

.6. Insights for multi-modal feature learning 

The proposed modality separation networks learn to extract the

ocal modal-consistent features and global modal-specific features

imultaneously. As the LMC and GMS submodules employ spatial

ttention module to learn to focus on important CNN features, we

an visualize the attention map to see what the submodules have

earned. 

.6.1. Visualization of GMS attention maps 

The illustration of the attention map for GMS module is shown

n the upper two rows of Fig. 7 . There are four pairs of attention

aps. Similar to the LMC module, the up one is the RGB atten-
ig. 7. The illustration of the attention map for GMS (upper two rows) and LMC module

f RGB image, and the second rows are attention maps of depth image. (We still use the 
ion map (channel #0) and the bottom one is the attention map

channel #0) for HHA. We can see that the attention positions of

he two modalities are different to learn the local modal-consistent

eatures. 

.6.2. Visualization of LMC attention maps 

The illustration of the attention map for LMC module is shown

n the lower two rows Fig. 7 . There are eight pairs of attention

aps. For one image pair (up and bottom),the up one is the RGB

ttention map (channel #0) and the bottom one is the attention
 (lower two rows). The first rows of each module visualization are attention maps 

RGB image for more clear comparison.). 
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map (channel #0) for HHA. We can see that the attention maps

of the two modalities focus on similar positions to learn the local

modal-consistent features. 

From the experimental results we find that local features are

more suitable for modal-consistent feature learning and global fea-

tures are more useful to extract modal-specific representations.

The selected local features mainly represent the foreground ob-

jects, and the object-level features are more likely to be similar in

different modalities. While the global features mainly contain the

global scene layout information, the RGB appearance features of

global scene may be quite different from the geometric depth rep-

resentations. By exploring these relationships, we propose a better

multi-modal global & local feature learning framework, which out-

performs existing methods. 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, we present a RGB-D scene classification frame-

work which consists of the LMC and GMS submodule to learn

modal-consistent and modal-specific features simultaneously. The

LMC module can learn to adaptively focus on important features

to maximize the correlation between two modalities. Moreover,

the GMS module learns to find important features to minimize

the similarity between two modalities. We further explore the re-

lationship between global/local and modal-specific/consistent fea-

ture learning, and the results provide interesting insights for the

research of multi-modal feature learning. The proposed method

achieves new state-of-the-art results on two public datasets, which

indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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